
Game Premise
 You are a junior roboticist working on a rocket that is 
bound for a frontier colony on an inhospitable planet. 
Senior roboticist, Jane Smith, plays an initial role as your 
supervisor and on-the-job instructor. As you are landing, 
a meteor comes and destroys the bridge connecting the 
rocket to the colony. She is injured during this accident 
and you are suddenly promoted to her job and must 
repair the bridge and take on her other duties. You are 
charged with building, repairing, and programming 
robots to perform tasks that will further the development 
of the colony. For the colony to survive and thrive, you 
must use logic, problem-solving and an expanding set of 
robotic skills to build your team of robots and transform 
this new world for mankind! 

A robot that moves around the room

Rotate and drag the robot to the platform to fix 
its battery power

Rotate the robot, grab and drag parts to fix the 
robot, test run the robot and go back to the 
previous scene 

A model of the main charcter interacting with 
a model of the Senior Roboticist, initializing the 
scene to observe a working robot

A model of the main character in third person 
view and a model of the Senior Roboticist

 Abstract
 As robots become a more pervasive technology, understanding how they work is 
imperative. Our goal is to create a science fiction role-playing game for the iOS plat-
form (iPhones, iPads, and iPods) that implicitly teaches the principles of behav-
ior-based robotics. Our target audience is students of middle-school age and up. 
Players will learn skills including logic, programming, design, construction, and 
problem-solving.  They will also learn principles pertaining to cognitive science and 
artificial intelligence, including embodiment, perception and action loops, agent-en-
vironment interaction, and behavior arbitration.
 Our first task was to design a game that would be fun, linearly understandable, 
replayable, and educational. One of the challenges was to think about what 10 year 
olds would know, understand, and be able to learn. We created the following sce-
nario: You are a junior roboticist on a rocket bound for a space colony, when you 
are suddenly promoted by unforeseen circumstances and must design and program 
robots to do tasks in order to ensure survival.
 The game is currently being designed and programmed using the game-devel-
oping engine, Unity3D. The first basic, playable scene has been created using 
place-holder models, and future scene templates have been laid out. In addition, we 
coded user functions, robotic functions and basic interface features, all of which will 
be implemented throughout the game. An initial robot has been programmed, which 
can move back and forth, in a circle, and wave its arms. 
 Some challenges that have appeared include fundamental scripting struggles in 
the Unity engine, stitching playable scenes together smoothly and logically, iOS 
touch functionality and testing, dragging scene objects, and button-activated event 
sequences. Our short term goals are to have the current scenes run smoothly to-
gether and to have the first, playable scenario ready. The longer term goal is for this 
game is to be published on the market and available to the public.

Purpose
 There isn’t a large selection for programs that teach 
the basic concepts of robotics and the necessary logical 
thinking behind programming, let alone an iOS (mobile 
operating system) video game. Our goal was to reach a 
larger, younger audience by creating an educational 
video game that would get young teens interested in ro-
botics, logic, perception and action, problem-solving and 
embodiment. An iOS app would bring the program to the 
kids at home in an environment where they felt they had 
control and would be encouraged to learn in a fun way. 

Progress
 The user controls a junior roboticist through first or 
third person view, and navigates around their first scene, 
the inside of the rocket by using touch-screen joysticks. 
They can approach the senior roboticist, and talk to her, 
which then prompts your first task. The user first sees a 
working robot that is moving in a room, then the senior 
roboticist gets called away and you are asked to fix an-
other robot. You are to select a battery and drag it to the 
robot so the robot can run. 

Challenges
 Some programming challenges were changing the 
scenes in Unity3D. Scenes are different files, and 
switching from one to another means exiting out of the 
current one. This destroys all objects in the scene and 
creates all the objects from the new scene. So, switch-
ing back to the previous scene means starting all over 
again. For example, the player position wouldn’t be 
where you left off and the events that unfolded were not 
recorded. Another issue with programming touch appli-
cations is that there is a difference between general 
touch and specific touch. A general touch is when a 
finger just touches the screen, but a specific touch is 
when the finger hits an object, and you can then manip-
ulate the object. Differentiating between the two was a 
challenge that hasn’t been resolved yet. Finally, the se-
quencing of events by using GUI buttons was an obsta-
cle, especially when trying to use the same button over 
and over to get through a string of scenes. 

Future Goals
-expanding game play mechanics 
-flowing together an overarching narrative 
-more complex robots 
-in-game coding mechanism for robots
-more quests and tasks to perform
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